ACTION VERBS

Accomplished  Discovered  Managed
Achieved      Edited        Marketed
Administered  Enabled      Maximised
Advised       Enlisted      Negotiated
Advocated     Encouraged    Obtained
Aided         Engineered    Operated
Analysed      Enjoyed       Organised
Approved      Ensured       Oversaw
Arranged      Established   Performed
Assembled     Evaluated     Planned
Assessed      Examined      Prepared
Awarded       Expanded      Presented
Authorised    Explained     Prioritised
Budgeted      Facilitated   Produced
Captained     Formulated    Promoted
Chaired       Gained        Raised
Championed    Generated     Ran
Clarified     Helped        Recognised
Coached       Identified     Recommended
Completed     Implemented   Recruited
Conducted     Improved      Represented
Co-ordinated  Increased     Saved
Created       Initiated     Scheduled
Decided       Instructed    Set up
Delivered     Interviewed   Simplified
Demonstrated  Introduced   Solved
Designed      Invented      Started
Developed     Invigorated   Supported
Devised       Launched      Transformed
Directed      Led           Tutored